
Fall 2009 BSS Teaching Tools

Department

History

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

1110

DescriptionTool1

Powerpoint slides with pictures of historic people, places, ect.

RationalTool1

It provides a visual representation of many subjects that are foreign to the students and they often have a hard time associating with from a pure lecture format.

ImproveTool1

Add names as a label under the pictures so students can easier associate the two, and to aid in some of the more exotic spellings.

DescriptionTool2

Documentaries of particular events, people or more usually lifestyle of an era.

RationalTool2

When trying to describe how people lived, or how a particular invention worked, its better to actually show them how it was done with an accurate presentation.

ImproveTool2

Move to more modern documentaries that are more engaging and involve better, more accurate, representations of the subject matter.
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Department

Psychology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

Psyc. 1310

DescriptionTool1

One-minute paper.

RationalTool1

To determine whether what was discussed in class needed to be clarified or repeated. I also found that unless students first write their answers they are not as willing to orally share their ideas with the 
whole class.

ImproveTool1

I plan to utilize this tool more often and provide more feedback to the class concerning what was written.

DescriptionTool2

Jeopordy game

RationalTool2

This was utilized as a method helping students to study for the class quizzes and tests. It was to provide a fun method of seeking group participation in reciting and analyzing the class material.

ImproveTool2

I plan to intersperse the game on a more regular basis and allow for more rivalry between student groups.
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Department

History

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

HIST 2010, HIST 1110

DescriptionTool1

Historical document in-class discussions.

RationalTool1

Reading, interpreting, and discussing historical documents as a class will appeal to the active learners in the course by involving them with the course content and fellow students.

ImproveTool1

I may assign students a small project incorporating the documents and other course content to enhance the degree to which students think critically and integrate historical information being studied.

DescriptionTool2

Provide students with visual maps such as royal geneologies and subject maps.

RationalTool2

Having visual representations showing connections between members of a royal family or how one historical event led to and influenced another will facilitate engagement with visual and sequential 
learners.

ImproveTool2

Will incorporate these tools into assignments where students will produce them to increase their direct engagement in the content.
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Department

Psychology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

81137

DescriptionTool1

Visual Learning

RationalTool1

The survey should the majority of students said the were visual learners

ImproveTool1

I found out the students responded very well to the use of the projector screen by using power point presentations and other visual implements. Next semester I will use more visual learning tools.

DescriptionTool2

Group work

RationalTool2

The students survey showed a selected few liked to work in groups.

ImproveTool2

TThis did not work as well. They did not do as much work as they did talking (primarily about social activities they were engaged in. I think I will try this again, but with certain guidelines.
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Department

History

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

HIST 2010

DescriptionTool1

Interactive Day This was a class meeting held before each (of four) examinations. It was a class period totally devoted to student led participation. Students were given a list of topics that they could 
present as a five to ten minute talk during this cla

RationalTool1

In order to address overall student engagement and to provide an opportunity for more active learning, I implemented â€œInteractive Day.â€•

ImproveTool1

I plan to use this practice in future classes. I am preparing a handout that will address some of the problems from this semester. While students were encouraged to talk rather than read their 
presentations (and received more points if they did), I did pe

DescriptionTool2

Groups The groups were put together based on students scores on that exam, although I was careful to make sure that students were not aware of each otherâ€™s scores. I used this technique for certain 
in-class exercises but also encouraged students to stud

RationalTool2

Also to encourage active learning and student engagement, I divided the classes into groups after the first examination.

ImproveTool2

This one may need a little tweaking, but I still plan to try again next semester. I plan to break my first exam into two parts so that I can get some early feedback on student success. I would then put them 
into the groups much earlier than this time and 
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Department

Developmental Study Skills

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

DSPS 0800

DescriptionTool1

I had the students get together in a group. Then they were given specific tasks that they had to teach a class of students. Listing all 8 of the learning styles, they had to explain how they would teach that 
task to the students in that type of learning s

RationalTool1

Cooperative learning and incorporating all 8 learning styles into the lesson.

ImproveTool1

I'll have each group get a different task to take apart and make the "lesson plans" they come up with more in depth. Then have them present it to the class. This will provide a better understanding and 
give more class-presentation experience.

DescriptionTool2

As a review, I gave each student a list of vocabulary words and the definitions. These were set-up as a matching quiz. However, I had the students work in groups. The first group to get all 50 words 
matched correctly with the definitions, received 5 bonus

RationalTool2

Cooperative learning, active, let the students compete and helped the students that often struggle with this type of learning. It also helped alleviate test anxiety.

ImproveTool2

Expand this to include other things learned in the class. This was fun for the students, and as I walked around the room, I heard many students say, "We should review things like this more often."
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Department

Developmental Study Skills

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

DSPS 0800

DescriptionTool1

True Colors Activity..allowing the students to find their personality style to match with their learning style.

RationalTool1

This activity gives the students a chance to see that personality style ties in with learning style...shows that there are different people in the world to have to get along with that may not have the same 
personality like you.

ImproveTool1

Allow the students more time to work in groups and look how this can affect the way we learn in instructors classrooms.

DescriptionTool2

Dr. Faris Jordan Video: Turning your day sunny side up

RationalTool2

This video is excellent in letting students see not to stress over the little things in life

ImproveTool2

I have already made out a quiz for the next time I show this video..some people quit watching it and I should have assessed them on what they learned from the film.
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Department

Psychology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

DSPS 0800

DescriptionTool1

One-minute papers At the end of several classes, I asked students to describe the thing that they were least clear about regarding our lecture.

RationalTool1

With most of my students self-reporting to be sequential learners (as opposed to holistic), the findings from the one minute papers allow me to better connect logical points of the lecture that support 
the course objectives.

ImproveTool1

I very much enjoyed the formative assessment provided by the one minute papers and I will use it again in the future.

DescriptionTool2

The Fish Bowl When teaching a controversial topic (multiculturalism and global perspectives in job loss to India and China), I ask those opposed to form a circle around those in favor. The inner group (in 
the fish bowl) can articulate their positions, but

RationalTool2

With most of my students self-reporting to be sensing and reflective learners (as opposed to intuitive and active), the fish bowl promotes active listening skills. Active listening is a sensing, reflective 
process

ImproveTool2

The Fish Bowl technique proved to be beneficial in discussing controversial topics. In the future, I may use the technique with more mundane content.
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Department

Psychology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

1310

DescriptionTool1

I set up six stations around the classroom. Each station had an activity, quiz, discussion question, etc. Students broke into groups and traveled to each station. They spent several minutes at each station 
completing the activity, quiz, discussion questio

RationalTool1

This activity got students moving, thinking, talking, and engaged them in the material.

ImproveTool1

I will go over the directions for each station before breaking students into groups. This should eliminate some confusion about what students are to do at each station.

DescriptionTool2

I posed a question to the class about how part of the material related to them personally. I then asked the entire class to stand up. Students answered the question one by one. As students answered, 
they sat down. This process continued until every studen

RationalTool2

Sometimes it was difficult to get students to answer questions ane participate in class discussion. This activity got every student involved in the discussion.

ImproveTool2

I will allow students some "think time" before standing up so they have a moment to gather their thoughts. This will help them focus on what other students are saying instead of worrying about what 
they will say.
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Department

Developmental Study Skills

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

800

DescriptionTool1

Jeopardy using a power point and the Jeopardy music.

RationalTool1

Since most students in DSPS 0800 do not know how to study effectively, Jeopardy provides students this effective review before the scheduled test day. At the same time, it allows material to be reviewed 
in a fun, stress-free manner. Another benefit of this game is it forces students to use critical thinking skills to decide how much to â€œwagerâ€• in order to win. Along these same lines, Jeopardy requires 
students to perform some basic math skills as well. Students must keep scores calculated at all times so they will know where each team stands. In addition, not only are they learning to depend on each 

ImproveTool1

This is my second semester using Jeopardy and I've had success with all my classes. I will definetly say, I've had some students with unique learning challenges this semester. Using Jeopardy, in my opinion, 
engages all learners. I do not think I will chan

DescriptionTool2

Give One/Get One - oral review.

RationalTool2

The first thing I did was teach a concept. The next class period, the students were given a table that had 12 blocks and asked to fill in as many facts about the topic that they could remember. After a few 
minutes, the students were told to â€œvisitâ€• th

ImproveTool2

The students like this activity. It gives them a chance to move around and work with a partner(s). It also encourages peer tutoring. At this point, I don't think I will change this activity.
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Department

History

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

HIST 2010

DescriptionTool1

One Minute Paper - Part 1: Students identify class material that was most useful and relevant. Part 2: Students identify material that was least clear during lecture.

RationalTool1

Implemented in response to Learning Inventory Survey that showed most students scoring as active learners. Part 1: Students provide useful feedback and evidence of student engagement with subject 
material presented in class. Part 2: Material identified as least clear is addressed in a focused review--a preemptive measure to solve problems before examinations.

ImproveTool1

Since by all indications (student response, high retention, and lowered levels of students failing exams) the tool was successful, I plan to continue the practice. The one change that I plan to implement is 
to ask the students an additional question as to

DescriptionTool2

Critical thinking exercises related to maps, graphs, charts. Students are required to use the key, legend, or captions related to the above mentioned visual aids to interpret data and draw logical 
conclusions.

RationalTool2

My decision for implementing this tool was based on testing data that suggests WSCC students are below national averages, and need to improve their skills in this area. Since the Learning Inventory Test 
showed a clear majority of students claimed to be mo

ImproveTool2

Once again, by all indications, (student test responses, high retention, and lowered levels of students failing exams) the tool was successful, and I plan to continue the practice. In fact, I intend to expand 
the exercises, since they are well-suited to t
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Department

Psychology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

1310 - LAND

DescriptionTool1

clickers

RationalTool1

for our kinesthetic learners - it engages them more than a lecture or typical activity.

ImproveTool1

utilize clickers for every chapter.

DescriptionTool2

video clips

RationalTool2

for the visual learners - particularly the brain chapter where the anatomy and structures are shown three dimensionally and rotated in the video clips.

ImproveTool2

Try to locate some similar clips on DVD instead of video tapes...which are eventually going to die on me.
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Department

Psychology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

PSYC 1310 - WEB

DescriptionTool1

discussion boards

RationalTool1

to help reflective students contemplate topics covered in the course materials

ImproveTool1

some of the responses indicated that I needed to be clearer in my instructions... I plan to clarify some of the topics for next semester.

DescriptionTool2

video clips

RationalTool2

to provide some visual examples that can be viewed instead of simply read

ImproveTool2

Try to have more video clips or links to youtube or similar sites.
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Department

History

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

1110

DescriptionTool1

For each unit/historical period, we use the corresponding Western Tradition video series for our visual/auditory learners.

RationalTool1

The Western Tradition series exposes our students to the artifacts, architecture, and location of the period under study.

ImproveTool1

I will try to bring more items for the students to handle themselves.

DescriptionTool2

On several occasions, the classes are divided into groups to do presentations in future classes.

RationalTool2

This involves the students with one another and with the course material and allows them to choose their method of presentation.

ImproveTool2

Thus far, I am pleased with the results!
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Department

Geography

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

GEOG

DescriptionTool1

One Minute Paper - Part 1: Students identify class material that was most useful and relevant. Part 2: Students identify material that was least clear during lecture.

RationalTool1

Implemented in response to Learning Inventory Survey that showed most students scoring as active learners. Part 1: Students provide useful feedback and evidence of student engagement with subject 
material presented in class. Part 2: Material identified as least clear is addressed in a focused review--a preemptive measure to solve problems before examinations.

ImproveTool1

Since by all indications (student response, high retention, and lowered levels of students failing exams) the tool was successful, I plan to continue the practice. The one change that I plan to implement is 
to ask the students an additional question as to

DescriptionTool2

Critical thinking exercises related to maps, graphs, and charts. Students are required to use the key, legend, or captions related to the above mentioned visual aids to interpret data and draw logical 
conclusions.

RationalTool2

My decision for implementing this tool was based on testing data that suggests WSCC students are below national averages, and need to improve their skills in this area. Since the Learning Styles 
Inventory Test showed a clear majority of students claimed t

ImproveTool2

Once again, by all indications, (student test responses, high retention, and lowered levels of students failing exams) the tool was successful, and I plan to continue the practice. In fact, I intend to expand 
the exercises, since they are well-suited to t
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Department

Psychology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

81141

DescriptionTool1

Lecture

RationalTool1

There were just a few signed up for this class. The most said they liked lecture type lessons.

ImproveTool1

This proved to work well well although I used other types of classroom presentation as well. I will continue this type of classroom presentation as well as using other types of presentations.

DescriptionTool2

Visual Learning

RationalTool2

Some of the students showed an interest in visual learnig.

ImproveTool2

This was a success also. They showed a lot of interest in the visual aspect of the use of films and powerpoint presentation. I will continuse with type of classrooom presaentation as well.
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Department

History

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

2010

DescriptionTool1

Have students role play a sessions of the US Senate.

RationalTool1

It helps students see to a limited degree how complicated it is to get legislation passed. It is very interactive.

ImproveTool1

I might try to explain more on the front end what I want them to get out of the assignment rather than explaining it after the fact.

DescriptionTool2

Have students break up into groups and create the ideal candidate to compete against FDR in the 1936 presidential election.

RationalTool2

It lets students process and integrate some of the things they have learned about political philosophies. It helps them see a presidential race from multiple angles, and it is very interactive.

ImproveTool2

Honestly, I liked it the way it was.
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Department

Psychology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

Psy 1310

DescriptionTool1

Class reviewed a chapter, formed small groups, presented their section to the class.

RationalTool1

Many students need to socialize with their classmates, sometimes students learn better from each other, learning in chunks helps students learn better, this assisted with students who learn verbally and 
visually.

ImproveTool1

Next time, I will structure the activity better. I say this because I allowed too little structure and ended up with several presentations that were not up to par.

DescriptionTool2

Several videos were used to better described classroom discussions and to facilitate discussions.

RationalTool2

Many students are visual learners and the videos had loads of graphs and charts that allowed them to learn better. Many of the students are verbal learners and the videos had an equal amount of verbal 
material as visual.

ImproveTool2

Next time, I will seek out alternate sources of visual learning materials and include more discussion centering around the videos.
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Department

Developmental Study Skills

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

80341, 80786, 80800

DescriptionTool1

Pig personality profile

RationalTool1

an easy and fun way to break the ice and present personality traits in a user friendly manner

ImproveTool1

I always use this in very large classes as it's funny and easy to get all students to participate.

DescriptionTool2

Writing lab

RationalTool2

In very large classes, this allows me to see just what level of Word/Office proficiencies each individual has obtained. We use this when developing Resume's as well as their Self Analysis.

ImproveTool2

I have found a new and easier Resume' sight (provided by the library personnel) which guides students through a step by step resume', giving them several formats to choose.
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Department

Sociology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

1020 & 2020

DescriptionTool1

This is an exercise that utilizes group activity. Students were placed into groups and given a situation (family structure & income or Political structures and political/economic action) and ask to solve a 
series of problems and speculate on potential con

RationalTool1

This activity puts the student in the driver seat. It is an active learning environment to supplement sociological concepts and theories.

ImproveTool1

This activity has been in my arsenal for a while and has been improved to a satisfactory reflection.

DescriptionTool2

Free-writes. This is similar to Tinto's one minute writing assignment. In this, the student will have a five minute time period to write a reponse to a particular question that reviews the chapter up for 
review. Then students will develop the framework of

RationalTool2

This allows students to organize their thoughts and reflection, and even certain questions that arose during the reading of the chapter

ImproveTool2

This too has been in my arsenal for while, and works. Tinto's suggestion that time limits has proven useful.
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Department

Sociology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

1020

DescriptionTool1

This is an excericise that utilizes group activity. Students were placed into groups and given a situation (family structure & income or Political structures and political/economic action) and ask to sovle a 
series of problems and speculate on potential c

RationalTool1

This activity puts the student in the driver seat. It is an active learning environment to supplement sociological concepts and theories.

ImproveTool1

This activity has been in my arsenal for a while and has been improved to a satisfactory reflection.

DescriptionTool2

Free-writes. This is similar to Tinto's one minute writing assignment. In this, the student will have a five minute time period to write a reponse to a particular question that reviews the chapter up for 
review. Then students will develop the framework of

RationalTool2

This allows students to organize their thoughts and reflection, and even certain questions that arose during the reading of the chapter.

ImproveTool2

This too has been in my arsenal for while, and works. Tinto's suggestion that time limits has proven useful.
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Department

Psychology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

1310

DescriptionTool1

Learning Styles Inventory given to each student

RationalTool1

To determine the overaraching learning style of my classroom and to share this information with the student body. In knowing how a person best learns I could use a variety of teaching tools in order to 
address the most dominant style while adding information for those who learn outside the dominant classroom style.

ImproveTool1

I will do less in the on-line discussion, but expect more depth of understanding of the principles being disucssed. I will also give a mid-term as an essay exam since I found that many students did better on 
essay than mutiple choice. It seems the learnin

DescriptionTool2

Playing classroom Jeopardy

RationalTool2

The students I have found like to be competitive and by dividng the room into teams the teams worked hard to answer questions of fact, short answer, true/false and even multiple choice ,which 
accounted for about 25% of their grade.

ImproveTool2

Improve the game itself and make it not a question game, but a computerized board game which will be more similar to the real jeopardy. The students will have a greater opportunity to look at media as 
well as print in this venue.
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Department

Developmental Study Skills

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

DSPS-0800

DescriptionTool1

Jeopardy

RationalTool1

Since 80% of my students were visual learners, I set jeopardy up as a study tool both in classroom and on line for students to access.

ImproveTool1

Not at this time.

DescriptionTool2

Survivor

RationalTool2

This tool was used to enhance the meaning of the vocabulary words from the book in Chapter 10. I chose this method because 75% of the students are active learners.

ImproveTool2

I may chose this tool for other chapters as well. I would do this because this seemed to work very well with the students and they seemed to enjoy this tool.
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Department

Developmental Study Skills

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

DSPS 0800

DescriptionTool1

Jeopardy

RationalTool1

Since most students do not know how to study effectively, Jeopardy provides students this effective review before the scheduled test day. At the same time, it allows material to be reviewed in a fun, 
stress-free manner. Another benefit of this game is it forces students to use critical thinking skills to decide how much to â€œwagerâ€• in order to win. Along these same lines, jeopardy requires students 
to perform some basic math skills as well. Students must keep scores calculated at all times so they will know where each team stands. In addition, not only are they learning to depend on each other, but 

ImproveTool1

Right now, I canâ€™t think of anything I would change about this teaching tool. I am having success with this activity, but more importantly, the studentsâ€™ tests grades are averaging higher which leads 
to greater self confidence in my students, and that

DescriptionTool2

Give One Get One

RationalTool2

Give One/Get One is another form of an oral review. The first thing I did was teach a concept. The next class period, the students were given a table that had 12 blocks and asked to fill in as many facts 
about the topic that they could remember. After a f

ImproveTool2

Right now, I canâ€™t think of anything I would change about this teaching tool. I am having success with this activity, but more importantly, the studentsâ€™ tests grades are averaging higher which leads 
to greater self confidence in my students, and that
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Department

Developmental Study Skills

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

DSPS-0800

DescriptionTool1

I presented my students with a problem and then uses the seven steps to solving a problem from their book as a class we came up with ways to solve the problem.

RationalTool1

Forty percent of my students were Sequential Learners and about Forty-five percent fell in the middle of Sequential and Global Learners but I felt they would all benefit from having the seven steps to 
solving a problem broken down.

ImproveTool1

For improvement after presenting the class with a problem and then walking them through it, I will have them divide up into groups, come up with a problem of their own, and then explain how they 
would use the seven steps for solving a problem from their b

DescriptionTool2

Students divided themselves up into groups and then work on brain teasers to earn bonus points on their test.

RationalTool2

With over 50% of the class being Active Learners, this activity allowed them to move within their groups and interact with each other. In addition it helped them to use critical thinking skills. This was used 
as an introduction to Chapter 2 "Thinking Crit

ImproveTool2

For improvement, I wouldn't allow any groups larger than four and I would set a time limit on each brain teasers.
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Department

Psychology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

PSYC 1310

DescriptionTool1

Jigsaw Classroom

RationalTool1

More than 50% of my class were described as active learners. The learning styles and strategies information suggested that they tended to like group work, and I wanted to try this technique to see if it 
helped them to learn.

ImproveTool1

The students did not appear to take the assignment as seriously. I will probably put a value to the assignment, such as a quiz over the materials.

DescriptionTool2

Powerpoint presentations that included additional photos, graphs, links to on-line resources (i.e., news footage, videos of famous psychologists, etc.) for the visual learners. Additionally, these were 
posted on the e-learn for students to access on their

RationalTool2

I usually incorporate the videos accompanying the text because the visual learners seem to comprehend the information better. However, they also enjoy and open up more to discussion when the 
information comes from current events. So, if I am able to find 

ImproveTool2

Continue to search for interesting and informative sites that will help the students to learn. The technology in the classroom sometimes caused difficulties, and I will need to ensure that the media is easily 
opened.
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Department

Sociology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

Sociology 1020

DescriptionTool1

Use of youtube videos to start class.

RationalTool1

Engagement: let them choose some of their own music so they can own the information.

ImproveTool1

I will continue to explore and use more different material on youtube.

DescriptionTool2

Reviewing lectures at the end of class

RationalTool2

Helping students remember what is important.

ImproveTool2

I want to make it standard for all lectures and meetings to discuss what we are taking away from it.
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Department

History

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

2010

DescriptionTool1

The students were put into 2 groups. They were provided fill-in-the-blank sentences. Group one was assigned to complete the sentences from chapters 9 and 11 while group two was assigned sentences 
from chapter 10 and 12. The groups had to decide how to fin

RationalTool1

This tool would allow the students to review the text and information in an active and engaged way. It should appeal to many types of learners and allow me to facilitate the students' learning while they 
reviewed, discussed, and agreed on the information.This activity worked very well. It provided an opportunity to work in a group, work corporately to the benefit of the entire class, and review all four 
chapters. It appealed to the sensitive learners as they had to agree on the answers; therefore, developing an argument and make some connection to previous knowledge. It appealed to sequential 

ImproveTool1

I would use this activity again. It worked well for reviewing and class discussion. It also helped to clarify some points during the discussion. This activity allowed me to act as facilitator of the learning. I was 
able to guide the students to the inform

DescriptionTool2

A list of questions and items to identify were provided to the students. Each student was assigned to post on the d2Learn discussion board their answers to 2 or more questions and 2 or more items from 
the list. If a student was unable to use d2Learn or ha

RationalTool2

Rationale: This activity provided the students the opportunity to study and share opinions and viewpoints of topics. It was a way to work as group to complete the list of questions and to look at/discuss 
classmatesâ€™ ideas.

ImproveTool2

Results: This activity served as a group study discussion. It worked well at first. As the list of questions was narrowed down the discussion began to lag. An improvement I would make to the activity is to 
give the discussion a very limited amount of time
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Department

Psychology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

Psychology 2420

DescriptionTool1

One-minute paper

RationalTool1

To determine whether what was discussed in class needed to be clarified or repeated. I also found that unless students first write their answers they were not as willing to discuss their responses in class.

ImproveTool1

I plan to utilize this tool more often and provide a greater degree of feedback concerning what was written.

DescriptionTool2

Jeopordy game

RationalTool2

This was utilized as a method to help students learn the terms and pertinent information on their study guides.

ImproveTool2

I plan to interperse the game on a more regular basis and provide the opportunity for more rivalry to develop between student groups.
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Department

Psychology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

81140

DescriptionTool1

Group Work

RationalTool1

There survey showed an interest in group activity.

ImproveTool1

This was a partial success. Some of the group members worked extremely hard while others contributed but not as much. Each member will be required to contribute as much as the other member 
contribute.

DescriptionTool2

Visual Learning

RationalTool2

The survey showed a vast number liked visual learning.

ImproveTool2

This proved a be a helpful avenue in the class. There was a good response to the was aof visual materials. This will be used again.
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Department

History

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

HIST 2010

DescriptionTool1

I posted the companion online help link to the textbook used in History 2010 on Elearn.

RationalTool1

I thought this would be a useful site to help students take online quizzes and tests to help them as they prepare for exams.

ImproveTool1

Some students found the link useful, and others found it did not help them at all. I will continue to put the link on Elearn, but will tell them this is an optional help site for them.

DescriptionTool2

Providing timelines for each chapter studied in American History 2010.

RationalTool2

The timelines breakdown each chapter into the key events and dates of importance. This is helpful in reviewing over each chapter.

ImproveTool2

This worked extremely well for my students, and they do not miss the opportunity to pick one up before each class. I will continue doing this for the Spring 2010 semester in American History 2020.
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Department

Psychology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

PSYC 1310

DescriptionTool1

One-minute papers/discussions At the end of each week, I asked students to describe the thing that they were least clear about regarding the weekly tasks and course materials. Students described this in 
a Discussion Board in elearn.

RationalTool1

With most of my students self-reporting to be sequential learners (as opposed to holistic), the findings from the one minute papers allow me to better connect logical points of the lecture that support 
the course objectives.

ImproveTool1

I very much enjoyed the formative assessment provided by the one minute papers, but it was not dynamic enough for an online environment. I will either modify the process using a chat room or try 
another strategy all together in the future.

DescriptionTool2

Role Playing Role-playing activities were developed to ask students to adopt alternative perspectives. Each role play emphasized the real world and required students to become deeply involved in a topic. 
Students articulated role play in discussion boards

RationalTool2

With most of my students self-reporting to be reflective learners (as opposed to active), the role play promotes reflection by adopting a new perspective.

ImproveTool2

The role playing technique proved to be beneficial in promoting reflection. Many students commented that "they had never thought of it that way before."
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Department

Psychology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

DSPS 0800

DescriptionTool1

One-minute papers At the end of several classes, I asked students to describe the thing that they were least clear about regarding our lecture.

RationalTool1

With most of my students self-reporting to be sequential learners (as opposed to holistic), the findings from the one minute papers allow me to better connect logical points of the lecture that support 
the course objectives.

ImproveTool1

I very much enjoyed the formative assessment provided by the one minute papers and I will use it again in the future.

DescriptionTool2

The Fish Bowl When teaching a controversial topic (multiculturalism and global perspectives in job loss to India and China), I ask those opposed to form a circle around those in favor. The inner group (in 
the fish bowl) can articulate their positions, but

RationalTool2

With most of my students self-reporting to be sensing and reflective learners (as opposed to intuitive and active), the fish bowl promotes active listening skills. Active listening is a sensing, reflective 
process

ImproveTool2

The Fish Bowl technique proved to be beneficial in discussing controversial topics. In the future, I may use the technique with more mundane content.
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Department

Psychology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

PSYC 2420

DescriptionTool1

One-minute papers At the end of several classes, I asked students to describe the thing that they were least clear about regarding our lecture.

RationalTool1

With most of my students self-reporting to be sequential learners (as opposed to holistic), the findings from the one minute papers allow me to better connect logical points of the lecture that support 
the course objectives.

ImproveTool1

I very much enjoyed the formative assessment provided by the one minute papers and I will use it again in the future.

DescriptionTool2

The Fish Bowl When teaching a controversial topic (stem cell research in human development), I ask those opposed to form a circle around those in favor. The inner group (in the fish bowl) can articulate 
their positions, but the exterior group (observing o

RationalTool2

With most of my students self-reporting to be sensing and reflective learners (as opposed to intuitive and active), the fish bowl promotes active listening skills. Active listening is a sensing, reflective 
process

ImproveTool2

The Fish Bowl technique proved to be beneficial in discussing controversial topics. In the future, I may use the technique with more mundane content.
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Department

Psychology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

PSYC 1310

DescriptionTool1

One-minute papers At the end of several classes, I asked students to describe the thing that they were least clear about regarding our lecture.

RationalTool1

With most of my students self-reporting to be sequential learners (as opposed to holistic), the findings from the one minute papers allow me to better connect logical points of the lecture that support 
the course objectives.

ImproveTool1

I very much enjoyed the formative assessment provided by the one minute papers and I will use it again in the future.

DescriptionTool2

The Fish Bowl When teaching a controversial topic (stem cell research in human development), I ask those opposed to form a circle around those in favor. The inner group (in the fish bowl) can articulate 
their positions, but the exterior group (observing o

RationalTool2

With most of my students self-reporting to be sensing and reflective learners (as opposed to intuitive and active), the fish bowl promotes active listening skills. Active listening is a sensing, reflective 
process

ImproveTool2

The Fish Bowl technique proved to be beneficial in discussing controversial topics. In the future, I may use the technique with more mundane content.
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Department

Psychology

Division

Behavioral and Social Sciences

Semester

Fall 2009

CourseNumber

2420 - WEB

DescriptionTool1

video clips

RationalTool1

for the visual learners......

ImproveTool1

try to include more clips for the chapters

DescriptionTool2

Writing assignments

RationalTool2

for the reflective learners.....

ImproveTool2

reassess writing assignments to ensure they stay relevant with today's happenings.
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